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ILLUSTRATION
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Printing with the Sten-Screen process
at the Co-operative
College Moshi.
Notice that the work is conducted
in the
open air, without the need for electricity.

I- General description
The Sten-ScreenProcess is a hyb,-id
duplicatingand printing technique.
Basicallyit combinesstencil duplicator stencilswith the screen process. This enables one to create
legible and compact printed.Inat;ter,
using equipdentwhich one can make
oneself out of readily available
items. The procless
does not require
electricity.
These instructionsgive gjlidance
on
how to build and use the equipment.
The screen uses a simple rectangular
frame with textilestretchedacross
it. This is used as a support for
stencil duplicatorstencils.The
text and images which are required
to bz reproducedmay be either
typed, handwrittenor drawn upon
these.(Onemay also reproducephotographs: details are given in Section

If one wishes to print two or more
pages simultaneouslyone simply
fixes the correspondingnumber of
stencilsto the undersideof the
screen.
Because it is a form of screen process printing one may print onto a
large sheet. If the intentionis to
produce posters the sheet will be
left unfolded. Alternativelyone
may fold the sheet to produce newpaper or booklet formats.
The process may also be developedto
print onto materials other than
paper; eg cloth, plastics,etc.
Our drawing shows the basic elements
of the process,1

4.7)

Fabric

PREFACE
The Sten-Screenprinting processwas
developedto producea simple low
cost printingtechniquewhich
fulfills the followingcriteria:
- it can producelegibleand compact
text
- it does not require electricityto
run
- it can be made from locally
availablematerials
- it can print on a varietyof
materialsapart from paper
- it can be easily operatedwithout
the aid of sophisticatedequipment
Essentially,the Sten-screenprocess
is a combinationof a screen process
‘press’uith stencil duplicating
stencils for the productionof the
original text and imagery.
Followinga UNESCO funded study on
low cost printingtechniquesin
which the Sten-screenwas first
mentioned,IntermedgateTechnology
IndustrialServices providedfunding
for the developmentand field
testing of the process. The field
testingwas conductedin three
African countries,Kenya, Tanzania
and Zimbabwe,during the summer of
1982. Kenya and Tanzaniamade their
own equipmentfrom the original
draft of this manual, and a ready
made up unit was sent to Zimbabwe
for demonstrationat the Rural
TechnologyDevelopmentFair.
Inevitably,there were variationsin
the resultsof the device from the
various locations,but the reactions
in all cases were very positiveand
encouraging. As a result, it was
decided to publish this modified
version of the originalmanual.

The screen should be built from
seasonedtimber, preferablyhardwood
(1). A smooth baseboardis essential; this is best made from blockboard, marine ply, or hardwood.

To make the press you will require
Screen
To print an A2 sheet (594 : 42Omm,
33 113 : 23 3/8").

The equipmentcan be used to print
either a single page individuallyby
using a single stencil:orif a large
number of copies are required,one
can reduce the labour of printingby
making duplicatestencils. If one
does this one can print two or more
copies simultaneouslyby mounting
the duPLicatestencilsonto the
screen. The process Is probably
best suited to this type of work.
Alternativelyone may print a document with a number of pages using a
single pass of the press by mounting
the appropriatenumber of stencils
onto the screen. Sections 3.3 and
4.4.give furtherguidance on this.
1) Ha&wood i: recommendedbecause
3ne uses liquid generous:
I whe.a
washing the equipmentafter use.
This may cause softwoodto warp;
which will make it difficultto
print effectively. If you have only
softwod availableand wish to prolong the life of the screen then it
might be worthwhilegiving it either
a protectivecoating of sealer, or
impregnatingthe timber. However,.
we do r,otknow whether there is
likely to be any reactionbetween
the protectivemedium and whatever
ink you may use.
In industrialapplicationsthe
screen is made from rectangularsection stainlesssteel tube. An Al
sized screen of this type costs E23
in the UK, plus fabric. If you can
get somethingsuitablemade up bear
in mind that you will require a
sophisticatedmethod of fixing the
fabric to the screen if the correct
tension is to be maintained. We can
provide details of this.

-

Timber
approximately45 : 45ma ex 2 : 2")
two lengths,each of approximately
2m (6' 7") and 1.4m (4' gtl).

-

Dowel (aridglue) or screws to join
the timber

-

Fabric
(organdie,rayon, nylon or silk)
to act as a support for the
stencil

-

Hinges
to join the screen to the
baseboard.
75mm (3"), rising butts are best
for this p~rspose,
see se&ion 2.4

-

Battens
for extra tighteningof the screen.
(see Section 2.3) and for spacing
apart the screen and baseboard
(see Section 2.4). You will need
a total of 6 pieces,all approximately 5mm (3/16"i thick.
4 lengthsapproximately85Ormu
(2' 9 l/2")
2 lengths approximately6OO1mn
(1'

11 l/2")

Baseboard
To act as a smooth surfaceon which to
print.
-

Plywood or blockboard
1 : 0,8m (3' 4" : 2' 8")

Squeegee
To press the ink through the StenCil
-

Offcuts of timber, an old ruler,
or some other similar smooth
straightmaterial.

Tools
You will also require the following
- Carpenterssaw
- Wood drill, to suit the dowels
- 4 carpentryC clamps

- Scissors
- Hammer and 12mm ('/2") ta-.-%,or
staple gun
- Screwdriver
- Bradawl

When printing you will require:
Somethingto print upon of the
appropriatesize. If you use
paper, the more absorbentit is
the better. A glazed surface is
likely to take longer to dry and
this can be troublesomeif you
have a lot of wet copies flapping
around. If you wish to make more
robust copies you may also print
by Sten-screenonto cloth, plastic
and other materials.

To prepare the stencil
you will require:
Somethingwith which to create the
master on the stencil.
A typewriterfor lengthy text,
and/or a pointed tool such as a
dried-upbiro (or needle), if you
wish to write by hand or make
drawings. (Section3.1)

An overrall or working clothes
A minimum space of 2.4 : 1.2m (8 :
4')

Water
to help stretch the stencils
smoothly onto the screen: (Section 3.2) and also to clean up
with after-wards. (Section4)

A work surface the size of a
standard door
Ink
stencilduplicatorink is adequate

A clothes line and clothes pegs
(or string and paperclips)to hang
the printed copies upon when drying. Alternativelyyou can use a
drying rack, if you can get hold
of one. (Section3.3)

As little wind as possible!
You will also need a calm methodical working atmosphere. It will
probablybe helpful to have someone to assist you; children seem
to enjoy taking part in this activity.

Rags, and maybe a sponge.
(Sections3.2 and 4.7)
Gumstrip
(papertape with a water soluble
adhesiveon one side - the wider
the tape the better for some uses)
for fixing the stencil (s) to the
screen. (Section3.2)
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After printing
- you will require
-

Plenty of rags

-

Water
It is importantto clean the
screen thoroughlyas soon as you
finish printing. (Section4.7)
If you have a short length of hose
available (say 2m - 6') which you
can fix to a tap, this will make
cleaningmuch quicker and more
effective.

2 - Making

e screen

You may decide to use a professional
carpenter,or someonewith better wood
working skills than you have yourself.
The jointingmethod suggestedhere is
suitable for someonewith only modest
carpentryability. A professional
carpentermay prefer to use somethicg
more elegant. The precise way in
which one makes the frame is not
significant:but it is importantthat
the screen is flat, ie that it does
not 'rock'when in contact with the
baseboard.
2.1

Cot the timber to size

These instructionsenable one to build
a screen which will print an A2 sheet
(594 : 42Omm, 23 3/8 : 16 l/2"). The
screen is larger than the printed
sheet to give one extra room when
printing. The amount of this extra
space is a matter of personal preference,you may after trying these
suggestionsdecide that you need to
allow a little more.
Assuming you accept the dimensionswe
suggest here (and use 45 : 45mm / ex 2
: 2" wood) you will require four
lengthsof timber, two each of approximately2m and 1.2m (6'7" and 3'11").
Ideally the timber should be cedar or
rahmin, seasonedsoftwood is OK but
bear in mind our commentsin Section
1.

Our drawing shows the required internal dimensions;dependingupon the
ze
of timber you use this will
affect the overallexternal dimensions.
2.2 Joining the Timber
Drill the joints
Clamp the timber in place and drill
(preferabletwo) holes per joint. One
may use either screws or dowels as
fixings. If you choose to employ
screws proceed to Section 2.3 - but
bear in mind that it is best to use
countersunkscrews. Cut the dowels to
the right length.
Glue the Joints
Insert the dowels; and when the glue
has dried, smooth off any surplus
dowel or hardenedglue (this may snag
the material which you will be using

NB This drawing specifiesinternal
dimensionsin millimetres.-

It is importantthat the timber is
smooth where it will come in contact
with the fabric; otherwisethe fabric
may tearras it is stretchedtight.
Use a flat file or sandpaperto smooth
all of the undersidesand round off
all edges and corners.
2.3 Stretchingthe Fabric
This is probablythe most difficult
&
of the businessof making the
screen. It can probably only be done
by an adult. You need strong fingers
if working on your oun - or one person
to pull the fabric and a second to
secure it.
Lay the fabric out and place the
screen on top of it. Cut out of the
fabric to allow extra so that you will
be able to wrap the fabric over the
frame.
Fix the fabric to the frame with
either staples or tacks.
It is importantthat the fabric is
nice and taut. (As a guide, it should
be sufficientlytaut that a small
light object such as a coin will
bounce if dropped onto it from approximately 300x01(12").
The best way to obtain the correct
degree of tension is to start along
one of the long sides. Spread the
fabric evenly along the sides of the
frame and tack it at approximately
701~~4
(2314")intervals. It is a good
idea at this stage not to drive the
tacks home fully, asyou m?y wish to
remove them as the fabric becomes
tighter. Once you have done this
repeat the process on the opposite
(long) side. Having made a preliminaryfixing in this way, pull the
fabric as tight as you can over the
edge of the frame and double the number of tacks (or staples). You may
find that as the fabric tightensyou
will need to change the positionof
the first row of tacks. If you find
that the fabric is insufficientlytaut
after fixing, you can increasethe
tensionby pushing thin bits of cardboard or wooden battens approximately
51mt(31169, between the frame and the
fabric. Similarly,if you use a natural fabric for the screen, and this
tends to “give” with use; you can use
this techniqueto increase the tension.
5
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You are likely to find that after
using the screen several times it
becomes torn or clogs in places with
dried ink or other wastes. When this
happens you will have to take off the
fabric and stretch new material onto
the frame.
2.4 Hingeing the Screen and Baseboard
We mentionedin Section 1 that you
need to print onto a smooth flat surface if you are to obtain legible
results. Also, when printing you will
need to positionthe screen accurately
onto the paper.
To do this you need a baseboardcut
from a sheet of smooth flat wood (such
as chipboardor plywood). This should
be a little larger than the screen,
which should be joined to the baseboard with a pair of hinges. It is
best to usa rising butt hinges, so
that you can remove the screen easily
from the baseboardwhen you have finished printing. If you have nothing
to hand, a hinge can be improvisedby
simply nailing a bit of textile or
leather to both the screen and baseboard. B&ore you fix the hinges see
Section 4.1.
'
2.5 Supportingthe Screen
While printingyou will be continuously loading and unloadingsheets of
paper between the screen and baseboard. It is useful (thoughnot
essential)to be able to prop the
screen up temporarilyfor this purpose. A simple light piece of wood is
sufficientto act as a prop and
screen. (An added 'touch'- to prevent the prop getting in the way when
printingone can fit a hook and eye to
keep things tidy).
Industrialscreen printing tables use
a counterbalanceso that the screen
rises automaticallyafter each impression. Equipmentof this type costs
91,450 in the UK for an Al sized
sheet. You may be able to improvisea
counterbalance.
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2.6

Making the "Squeegee"

In Section 1 we mentionedthat the ink
is forced through the stencil by passing a film of ink across the screen
(once the stencil has been fixed to
it).
To obtain a consistentand manageable
film of ink one requiresa smooth
straightblade of some sort. Conventionalscreen processs printersuse
a rubber blade approximately'Inan
(l/4") thick mounted in a wooden
handle. This tool has the wonderful
name "squeegee". We rind that one
does not require a professional
squeegeeto obtain adequate results;
and have improvisedone by sandwiching
an old plastic ruler or piece of perspex between two bits of wood. This
suggeststhat any smooth straight edge
which has a little "give" in it will
probablybe OK.
Once you have your;
- screen
- baseboardand
- squeegee
you have a wprintingpress"!

3 - Using the screen
3.1

Prepare the Stencil(s)

Once you have a screen and the other
imcillarieS
you are in a positionto
start print production.
Assuming you have a clear idea of what
you wish to print; for example to whom
your message is addressed;the form it
should take (the written style, mix of
words and illustrations,etc); the
number of copies required;and have
the necessarysuppliesof paper and
ink - then you are in a positionto
start preparingthe stencil(s).
Althoughone can draw and write onto
the stencils (using a dried out biro
or similar tool) the best way to compress text so that it is compact but
still legible, is to use a typewriter.
If you have a choice of sizes or
alphabet,until you have some
experienceof the Sten-screenProcess
it is probablybest to use a typewriter with a larger size. Ten
charactersto the inch (often known as
"pica") is preferable. Bear in mind
that the ink is likely to spread when
printed,so if you have a choice of
style of alphabetit is best to choose
one where the shapes are "open". By
this we mean a design where the interior forms of the letters (such as
o,e,a,m,etc.1 are as large as
possible.
Prepare the stencilsin the same way
as you would if you were using a stencil duplicator. You will find supplementary advice in Section 4 on how to
combine individualstencils so that
you may make full use of the potential
of the Sten-screenProcess to minimise
the labour of printing.
If you require text which is larger
than a typewritercan produce you can
either handwritethis, or if one is
available,use a (drawing)stencil.
These are used for a variety of different purposesincluding:
technicaldrawing,agriculture
(forestry);and despatch (where they
are used for labellingpacking cases);
as well as signwriting.

3.2 Stretch the PreparedStencil
onto the Screen
Once you have prepared the necessary
stencils,these have to be mounted
onto the screen. It is importantthat
they are bonded evenly, without any
wrinklesin the image making srea.
(If not, the final copies will duplicate faithfullythese irregularities).
The best way to ensure an even contact
between the stencil and the screen is
to wet the screen fairly generously;
and to spread the stencil onto the
;zreenwith a damp cloth or sponge.
It is particularlyimportantto do
this ir hot climates,otherwiseyou
may rind that the glue will dr before
a good bond is obtained.
Note: It is essentialthat you mount
the stencil on the undersideof the
screen. The easiestway to do this is
to simply turn the screen upside down
and fix one of the short sides of the
stencil to the screen with dampened
gumstrip. (1) The stencilsshould be
mounted

facedown.

It is helpful to draw guidelineson
the screen for mounting the stencils.
You can do this simply by drawing onto
the fabric with a 'soft' pencil (2B).
If you first draw guidelinesonto the
baseboardyou can trace these through
by laying the screen on the baseboard.
Incidentallythe guidlineson the
baseboardwill be useful later when
printing(for positioningthe paper).
It is also a good idea to number each
page in the positionrequired,on both
the baseboardand the screen. Then,
when you turn the screen over to mount
the stencilsyou will have a useful
guide for the correct location (and
orientation)of each stencil.
Once you have one side taped into
position,and have smooothedthe stencil down evenly, it is a simple matter
to stick Me other sides down using
more gumstrip.
Having fixed the first stencil, follow
the same procedurefor the rest of
them.
When all of the stencilsare in position it is necessaryto mask off the
rest of “Yhescreen completely,to
preventsurplus ink from making everything messy. Masking is easily done
,, _

using either lots of gumstrip;or if
you have a large area to cover, pieces
of unused stencil stuck down with
gumstrip. When you have completely
masked the screen check that there are
no holes where the ink can sneak
through,by holding the screen up to
the light. Cover any remainingholes
with patches of gumstrip.

When the screen is neatly protected
stand it up to dry in a warm, well
ventilatedlocation (best out of
strong sunlight).
Once it is dry you are ready to print!

1)
If gumstrip is not avai3ableyou
can use strips of practicallyany
strong non-absorbentpaper and glue
these with a water soluble glue. Use
water soluble glue, otherwiseyou will
have difficultycleaningthe screen
after use. As we mentionedin Section
1, once the screen becomes permanently
blocked you will have to restretchit.
You will rind further advice in
Section 4.7.

3.3

Printing

Before you start printing it is well
worthwhilesortingout the workspace
into “clean” and “dirty”areas. You
will probably rind that no matter how
carefullyyou work, you will tend to
get ink onto your fingers. Once this
happens it is easy for the printed
matter to become messy - as well as
everythingelse you touch!
It is helpful to have a second person
to assist you, if only to hang the
printed sheet up to dry. We find that
children from twelve years old are
capableof assisting,and even seem to
enjoy the businessof printing itself.
The act of taking an impressiondoes
not require great strengthor skill;
older childrenare in our experience
capable of this.
Once you have preparedyour workspace;
and instilledin your assistant(s)the
need for a calm and methodicalworking
atmosphere;stand the squeegee against
the inside of the screen.
Place paper under the screen and position it, as describedin Section 3.4.
Squeeze a ribbon of ink onto the

screen, between the squeegeeand the
stencil image.
Scrape the ink across the stencil
whereveran image is required. Try to
keep the film of ink even. You will
probablyuse more ink than you require. Trial and error will demonstrate that you in fact require surprisinglylittle ink for it to penetrate the fabric. Having made the
impression,collect the ink together
with the squeegeebefore you lift the
screen - try to keep the stencil free
of ink when lifting the screen.
Having lifted the screen, remove the
printed copy; hang it up to dry; and
load another sheet of paper.

3.4 Positioningthe Paper
If you have drawn the guidelinesonto
the baseboardas suggestedin Section
3.2 you can avoid fiddlingaround each
time you make a copy lining up the
paper with the stencil. If you want
an additionalaid for positioningthe
paper then you can use four (or more)
"lay marks" made by simply sticking
short lengthsof gumstrip onto the
baseboard. These are usually sufficient to prevent the paper from moving
as you close the screen.
We mentionedin Section 1 that this
Sten Screen Process is also capable of
printingonto fabric and other materials such as plastic,glass, etcetera.
If you intend to try this you will
probablyhave to use differentinks;
and in the case of fabric may have to
bake or steam the printed cloth to
preventthe design from fading when
washed. It is hoped that these techniques will be a subject for further
developmentwork; in which case we
would expect to publish an additional
publicationdescribingsuitableinks,
printingand fixing techniques.

4 - Maintenance, Enhancements, Tips
4.1 Fixing

the Hinges

The quality of the printed result is
usually better if the fabric 'jumps*
away from the paper as the squeegee
passes. This is known as the 'snap
distance'. It is easy to achieve this
if the screen is kept about 5mm
(3/16")above the paper. If you put
somethingof this depth under the
screen when fixing the hinges this
will automaticallygive you the snap
distancefor one side of the screen.
Once the hinges are fixed in position
place another spacer at the opposite
end of the screen and you will have an
e;rensnap distanceover the full
length of the screen.
4.2 AlternativeSized Screens

with a single pass of the press. With
this sized equipmentyou can print
numerousdifferenttypes of publication. You have the choice for example
of printingany of the following:
- an 8 page booklet
By printing4 pages on each side of
the sheet.
- two copies of a 4 page booklet
By printingall of the pages simultaneously. Then once you have printed
all the sheets on one side, turn the
ent&re supply over, rotate it through
360 and continue printingon the
reverseof the sheet.
To do this you will have to mount the
stencilson the screen in the order
which is shown in the drawing.

These instructionsare for the production of a screen suitableto prrnt an
A2 sized sheet of paper. You can of
course make the screen to suit any
size 0r paper. We assume that you
will probably also require ultimately
other sized screensto suite Al and A3
production.
4.3 Formats obtainablefrom an A2
Sheet
We have mentionedthat you can print
items with a large format, such as
postersor wallcharts,by mounting
several stencilsonto the screen. By
doing this you can obtain a printed
image o-rerthe entire sheet. When you
do this you must bear in mind that the
stencilsare fixed to the screen with
gumstrip - which will not allow the
ink to penetrate. If your design
requiresstencilsto be joined you
will have to take account of this.
(That is, you will have narrow bands
in the image whjch will not be capable
0r printing). You can often camouflage thlfsby adoptinga wmodularw
design, such as this publication.
Also, where you have large text running over two stencils,you can usually
arrange for the gumstrip to be stuck
in the space betwee- the words.

- two copies of A3 size
printedone side
By makingduplicate stencilsand
mountingboth sets onto the same
screen.

4.4 Printing Pages Simultaneously
You may find that the principal advantage of the Sten-screenProcess is
that you can print two or more pages
simultaneously. For example with an
A2 screen you can print 4 pages of A4

- two copies of an A4 size,
printedboth sides
By makingduplicate stencilsagain,
and printingboth sets simultaneously.
In this case you should mount the

stencilsas indicatedin the drawing.
Having printed all the sheet simply
turn them over and print on the back on this occasionyou do not need to
rotate the pile.

'open' for the ink to pass through
with ease. To test the stencil simply
hold it up to the light. If light
shows through clearly,then you should
have no difficultyprintingwith them.
If the image is not clear enough, then
remake the stencil with a more contrasty setting on the machine.
Once you have an adequatestencil then
mount it in exactly the same way as
describedin Section 3.2.
4.7 Cleaningthe Screen

- four copies of an A4 size,
printedon one side only.
By making fouxuplicate sets of stencils and printingin the same way as
the previousexample.

We said in Section 1 that the process
depends upon the ink passing through
the fabric of the screen. It is
obvious thereforethat if you wish to
Fe-use the screen you should keep it
as clean as possible. This is not
difficultif you clean up as you
finish printing. Stencil duplicator
inks are soluble with white spirit,
you do not require specialistcleaning
fluids.

4.5 Amounts 0r Ink
When spreadingthe ink over the screen
for the first time you will require
much more ink that you will subsequently. Once you have a good film of
ink over the area you require, then
only very little is needed to print.
For example a single ribbon of ink
from the tube will usually be sufficient for 4 or 5 copies. When printing it is best of pull the ink towards
you; and to maintaina firm and even
pressure. When printingthe squeegee
should be held at approximately45 .
4.6 Photographs
Preliminarytrials suggest that if an
electronicstencil cutter is available
this can be used to produce stencils
in the conventionalway, but to print
them by Sten-screen. If you decide to
experimentwith this you must ensure
that when the stencil has been cut
that the perforationsare sufficiently

Start the cleaning by wiping up most
of the surplus ink onto scrap paper.
When most of the ink is off, you can
wash off the.stenciland gumstrip with
water. Use a hose for this, because
if the supply is sufficientyou can
squirt a high pressurejet at the
fabric without damagingit: and this
is a good way of clearingwaste matter
from the fabric. Use the turps to
dissolveany patches of ink which
remain, and for cleaningthe screen
fabric generally.
Cleaningup is a messy business- you
will need plenty of rags, a large
waste bin, and a generoussupply of
water.
If you are scrupulousin the way in
which you clean up, it is possibleto
lift off the stencil - and if it is
clean enough, you may be able to store
it and use it for a second edition at
some future time. You can also leave
the stencilson the screen and print
further copies later, so long as you
mop up most of the ink with paper.
No matter how clean you keep the
screen,nor how careful you are with
it, ultimatelyit will need replacing.
When this time comes follow the procedures outlined in Section 2.3

